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1 Introduction to the micro-ROS Joint Use Case
The micro-ROS joint use case aims to realize and showcase the integration of the use cases developed by
PIAP, Bosch and eProsima with the FIWARE Context Broker technology. FIWARE Context Brokers are
servers of the FIWARE NGSI API open standard and the only mandatory components of smart solutions
which consider NGSI as their main integration API. This type of smart solutions are referred to as
“Powered by FIWARE” solutions. Typically, Powered by FIWARE solutions are built upon a number of
devices and systems which consume and/or produce data through the Context Broker by making use of
the NGSI API. In the FIWARE ecosystem, these consumers/producers of NGSI data are referred to as
“FIWARE Ready” systems or devices. In this context, there are two main contributions in this use case:
●

First, it defines a generalized integration model and introduces a generic software component
which is open source and allows to easily make any micro-ROS based solution FIWARE ready.

●

Second, the correct functioning of the model and the developed software component is
demonstrated in a Powered by FIWARE solution which enhances the micro-ROS use cases with
historical data management and online supervision features.

This document provides the necessary information to understand the main ideas behind the
aforementioned contributions, provides details on the different design principles that have been
followed to develop the joint use case, and elaborates on how each micro-ROS use case has been
integrated to the common demonstrator. It consists of 4 main Sections:
●

Section 2 presents an overview of the joint use case architecture and introduces the technical
setup which has been used for the demonstrator

●

Section 3 focuses on the Context Broker integration. It provides the essential background on core
NGSI concepts, describes the selection of interfaces which aim to support the interoperability
between micro-ROS and FIWARE, and introduces the ROS2 IoT Agent. The ROS2 IoT Agent is an
open source software component which builds on the standard FIWARE library for IoT Agent
development (the library is based on Node JS) and implements the necessary communication
bridge to integrate the selected ROS and FIWARE interfaces.

●

Section 4 elaborates on the common demonstrator developed for this joint use case. It describes
the requirements set and the APIs defined by OFERA members for their micro-ROS use cases as
well as the different features that have been developed for them in a joint demonstrator. It also
includes some traces and snapshots of such joint demonstrator in execution.

●

Last but not least, Section 5 brings the conclusions and future work ideas. The synergies
between FIWARE and micro-ROS will last beyond the lifetime of the OFERA project and a
coherent roadmap for the evolution of this joint use case and its components has been
envisioned and put in place for the next year.
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2 Joint Use Case Overview
The top level view of the micro-ROS Joint Use case architecture is presented in Figure 1. In the Figure,
each micro-ROS use case is considered a FIWARE Ready system environment which integrates an <<IoT
Agent>> component. In Powered by FIWARE architectures, the role and purpose of IoT Agents is to
implement a bridge between the native interfaces of a system and the standard NGSI interfaces of the
context broker. As it is depicted in the IoT Agent blocks, the agents in the Joint Use Case implement
NGSI←→ROS bridges. These bridges consists of three main parts:
●
●
●

The North Port, which implement convenient NGSI interfaces to interact with the context broker
The South Port, which implements convenient interfaces for ROS Topics, Services and Actions
The IoT Agent middleware, which integrates the necessary logic to convert NGSI interfaces into
ROS and vice versa.

On top of the FIWARE Ready micro-ROS use cases are the FIWARE Context Broker and a fourth FIWARE
Ready System which implements the online monitoring and supervision features for the joint use case.
Note that two blocks, ORION Context Broker and the QuantumLeap, are labeled as FIWARE GEs. FIWARE
GEs (Generic Enablers) are open-source reference implementations of the most relevant building blocks
in Powered by FIWARE architectures. While ORION is the reference implementation of the FIWARE
Context Broker, the QuantumLeap Generic enabler is a data connector which integrates FIWARE context
Brokers with time-series databases and offers a standard NGSI API for historical data management. The
only two blocks that have not yet been mentioned are the Time-Series database (CrateDB) which
implements the backend for historical data storage and management; and the Dashboard Engine
(Grafana) which implements the graphical user interfaces for this microROS joint use case.

Figure 1. Architecture Diagram of the micro-ROS Joint Use Case
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In line with the architecture model described above, the technical setup which instantiates it and
implements the joint use case demonstrator is organized as follows (Figure 2):
●

●

●

Three independent systems which implement the micro-ROS use cases from OFERA members.
The connection between the micro-ROS use cases and the common demonstrator is determined
by a set of requirements which derive from the ROS APIs and use case descriptions contributed
by PIAP, Bosch and eProsima. Besides, to ease the testing of the common demonstrator a
simulator for each independent use case has been developed.
A collection of microservices which are specific to the Joint Use Case. The are all available as
Docker images and integrated in the common demonstrator using a Docker-Compose file
○ Three ROS2 IoT Agents, which integrate the independent micro-ROS use cases with the
FIWARE context broker. Section 3 contributes a detailed description of this microservice.
○ Orion, the reference open source implementation of the FIWARE Context Broker.
○ CrateDB and QuantumLeap, which extend the Orion API with data storage (CrateDB) and
standard NGSI interfaces for time-series data management (QuantumLeap)
○ Grafana, which is the microservice for the creation of dashboards. It integrates with
multiple data sources and offers a number of ready-made panels and widgets.
Some additional Joint Use Case features include:
○ IoT Agent Configurations, which implement the mapping between ROS and FIWARE APIs
○ Docker Compose File, which defines and runs the multi-container implementation
○ GUIs (Grafana Dashboards), use case specific dashboards encoded as JSON files
○ Postman Collection of HTTP Requests, Postman is an HTTP client application used for API
testing. It utilizes a graphical user interface and a collection of Postman requests has
been created to test and illustrate the behavior of the common demonstrator

Figure 2. Technical Setup of the micro-ROS joint use case.
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3 Context Broker Integration (The ROS2 IoT Agent)
3.1 Introduction to FIWARE NGSI
In FIWARE, a Digital Twin data representation of a real world environment is defined as a collection of
digital entities (NGSI Entities). Each NGSI entity is the digital representation of real-world physical asset
(e.g. a bus in a city, a milling machine in a factory) or a concept (e.g., a weather forecast, a product order)
and the main purpose of a FIWARE Context is to build, maintain, and give access to the collection of NGSI
entities (atomic digital twins) which makes up the Digital Twin data representation of the real world. In
FIWARE, this entity-based representation is also referred to as the NGSI Context.
One of the pillars of the NGSI Context is the standard NGSI information model. NGSI entities are the
center of gravity in this information model which determines that every entity:
● is universally identified by its id (entity ids are URIs1),
● belongs to a well-known type (e.g., AMR, Drone, Arm) also universally identified by a URI, and
● is characterized by several attributes which in turn are classified as:
○ properties holding data (e.g., the “speed” of a robot, the “temperature” of a Room)
○ or relationships, each holding a URI identifying another entity the given entity is linked
to (e.g., the concrete work station where a robot unit is located).
In the micro-ROS joint use case, each of micro-ROS use cases from the OFERA members is considered a
system as a whole and, therefore, encoded as a NGSI entity. Each of them has a unique Id and all of them
share the same type (ROSSystem). The bidirectional interactions between NGSI entities and ROS
interfaces (i.e., topics, services and actions) is done via NGSI attributes.
The second pillar is the NGSI API, an open standard HTTP-based REST API which is domain agnostic and
facilitates data sharing between FIWARE-Ready systems. This API brings very simple and therefore easy
to use operations for creating, updating and consuming context / digital twin data but also more
powerful operations like sophisticated queries or the subscription/notification interfaces which allow
systems to get notified on entity changes. In Powered by FIWARE architectures, Context Broker
components implement all the aforementioned interfaces and act as the endpoints through which the
rest of FIWARE-Ready systems publish and/or get access to the NGSI formatted digital twin data.
The NGSI interfaces selected to support the interoperability between micro-ROS use cases and the
FIWARE Context Broker are discussed in a dedicated section (Section 3.2). The integration proposed
between the Context Broker and micro-ROS use cases builds on the standard library for FIWARE IoT
Agents development and some design aspects that are specific to the library are worth to be mentioned
along with the details on the core interfaces defined by the standard NGSI API specification.
Last but not least, the use of harmonized data model specifications is the third pillar which supports the
interoperability between heterogeneous systems in Powered by FIWARE architectures. The Smart Data
Models program is the open initiative in which the creation, revision and maintenance of the FIWARE
data model specifications is conducted. Activities in the Smart Data Model Program to integrate the data
models specified by ROS messages have already started but they are still in a very early stage and have
been specified as one of the key lines of future work in this micro-ROS joint use case.
1

URI stands for Universal Resource Identifier
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3.2 An IoT Agent Based Approach to NGSI-ROS Integration
The joint micro-ROS use case follows the standard FIWARE approach for IoT Agent development, which
recommends the use of the IoT Agent Node Library to build custom agents for new technologies which
aim to interact with the Context Broker.
The IoT Agent Node Library is a Node.js library which provides a common framework for provisioning IoT
devices and offers a series of common utility functions which significantly shorten custom IoT Agent
developments. On the one hand, the north port of the IoT agents based on this library can be easily
configured to listen to changes in the NGSI Context and the necessary agent callbacks are automatically
triggered when the changes happen. This situation in which the context broker communicates NGSI
entity changes to the FIWARE IoT Agent is referred to as southbound communication (i.e., data flows
from the Broker to the end system/device through the IoT Agent). On the other hand, for northbound
communications (i.e., data flows from the device to the Context Broker through the IoT Agent) the IoT
library offers an interface which defines the structure of the input data to be used at the south port of
the IoT Agent. This way all NGSI communications are left to the library. The main patterns within the
standard NGSI communications which handled by the IoT Agent Library are:

2

●

Active Attributes (Simple Northbound Communication Pattern) are data samples which are
pushed from the device to the IoT agent. The data sample received is sent to the Context Broker
as an updateContext request which leads to an updated state of an attribute in the associated
NGSI entity. The NGSI queries made by other systems or devices to the context broker will be
resolved by querying the last update to the attribute in the broker database. That is, queries to
the Context Broker on an active attribute do not trigger any action in the IoT Agent.

●

Lazy Attributes (Complex Northbound Communication Pattern) enable the real world system or
device to be passive and will wait for the IoT Agent to request for data. To activate such behavior,
the IoT Agent registers itself in the Context Broker as a Context Provider2. Any external system
which asks the Context Broker for the value of a lazy attribute triggers a process that redirects
the request to the IoT Agent. Then the IoT Agent communicates with the real world device to
read the current value of the queried attribute and sends that value to the requester through
the Context Broker. This pattern is synchronous from the requester perspective. The Context
Broker will wait for the response of the IoT Agent before it returns its response to the requester.

●

Commands (Complex Southbound Communication Pattern) set an attribute in the device's entity.
Similarly to the lazy attribute scenario, the IoT Agent is registered to the command attributes in
the Context Broker as a provider. Once the attribute is set in the context broker by an external
device, the IoT Agent returns an immediate response and takes the responsibility of contacting
the device and requesting the execution of the command. As soon as it has any information of
the command progress in the real-world device it shares that feedback through default
command attributes (command status and info) in the NGSI entity.

The registration needs to be configured to include all the attributes which aim to exhibit the lazy behavior
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In order to interact with the aforementioned NGSI features enabled by the IoT Agent Node Library, every
IoT Agent needs to implement a custom middleware which integrates its standard NGSI interfaces with
the native protocol and communication patterns of the targeted system in the real world. In the specific
case of the ROS-NGSI integration this custom part of the IoT Agent middleware is responsible for:
1. Implementing a node which is able to join and participate in the ROS data space
2. Translating Topic, Service, and Action interfaces into the standard NGSI patterns and vice versa
The library rclnodejs plays a relevant role regarding the first responsibility of the custom middleware in
the proposed IoT Agent for NGSI-ROS integration. One aspect that makes rclnodejs particularly suitable
to be combined with the IoT Agent Node Library is the fact that it builds on the same technology
(Node.js) to offer its client library for the Robot Operating System. In the same way that the IoT Agent
Node Library provides native support for NGSI communications the rclnodejs does it for ROS. Therefore,
the custom part of the ROS-NGSI agent becomes a thin adapter layer which implements a reconfigurable
bridge between the native ROS and NGSI interfaces offered by both libraries. The Table (Table 1) and the
sequence diagrams below (Figures 3, 4, and 5) summarize the interfaces enabled by ROS IoT Agent:

Northbound Communications (i.e., data flows from the ROS system to the Context Broker)
ROS System
Interface

Agent South Port
(rclnodejs)

The South Port
implements a ROS
Subscriber

Topic Publisher

Custom Middleware

Agent North Port
(IoT Agent Library)

Active Attribute:
The callback of the ROS Subscriber
tells the IoT agent to update the
associated NGSI attribute

Sends an update request to the
Context Broker

The North Port asks the custom
Lazy Attribute:
middleware for the current value of a
The custom middleware
queried NGSI attribute. The custom
implements a cache in which the
middleware queries the cache and
last sample retrieved via the
serves the attribute value. The North
callback of the ROS Subscriber is
Port sends the attribute value to the
stored
Context Broker

Southbound Communications (i.e., data flows from the Context Broker to the ROS system)
Topic Subscriber

The South Port
implements a
ROS Publisher

Service Server

The South Port
implements a
Service Client

Action Server

The South Port
implements an
Action Client

The custom middleware is a
callback which is triggered by the
North Port when a third system
updates NGSI attributes which
were registered in the agent as
NGSI commands
The custom middleware
recognises and processes
publisher commands, service
client calls and action client calls
accordingly

The North Port reacts and executes
the custom middleware callback for
commands when command
attributes are set in the context
broker
The North Port listens to the custom
middleware and provides the
Context Broker with feedback on the
command execution through the
command status and info attributes

Table 1. Summary of interaction patterns enabled by the ROS IoT Agent
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Figure 3. This sequence diagram captures the IoT Agent startup and the interaction pattern through
which a ROS Publisher updates a NGSI Attribute in the Orion Context Broker (OCB)

Figure 4. This sequence diagram captures the agent startup and the interaction pattern through which
the ROS System behaves as a Context Provider. ROS topics values are only sent when a third system
request for them through the Orion Context Broker (OCB)
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Figure 5. These sequence diagrams capture the interaction patterns enabled by the IoT agent to i)
publish a ROS Topic, ii) call a ROS Service, and iii) call a ROS Action.
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3.3 The ROS2 IoT Agent
The main output of this joint use case is a first prototype of the ROS2 IoT Agent which implements all the
interfacing patterns described in the previous section. Besides, the development of this agent will
continue beyond the life of the OFERA project, it will be contributed to the FIWARE Catalogue and follow
the process to become a new FIWARE Generic Enabler. A dedicated Github repository
(https://github.com/FcoMelendez/iot-agent-ros2 ) has already been set for the agent prototype and it
includes both the source code to run the agent as a Node.js application and a dockerized version which
makes it even easier to install and run the agent. The roadmap for the development process and
documentation of agent releases is determined by the contribution requirements specified for FIWARE
catalogue components (https://fiware-requirements.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html)
The key feature of the agent prototype used in the micro-ROS use case is the complete implementation
of a generic and reconfigurable middleware layer which allows a developer to easily set up the mapping
between ROS and NGSI APIs. Custom mappings are created via agent configuration files which include:
1. Generic IoT Agent Parameters, which are mainly responsible for the configuration of agent
networking parameters like the IP, port, and version of the FIWARE Context Broker, the url at
which the agent will listen to Context Broker notifications, and some advanced parameters which
allow to specify a FIWARE service, service path, or API key for the communications between the
broker and the ROS2 System. An exhaustive list of these configuration parameters is available
here:
https://iotagent-node-lib.readthedocs.io/en/latest/installationguide/index.html
2. NGSI API Configuration, which fully defines the NGSI entity to be created in the Context Broker
via the IoT Agent. All the details on these configuration parameters can be found in a dedicated
section of the official documentation of the IoT Agent Node Library which covers the Device
Model configuration (https://iotagent-node-lib.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api/index.html). The
main configuration parameters are
○ device_id → Device ID that will be used to identify the device (e.g., ROS2System001)
○ service → Name of the service the device belongs to. It will be used in the fiware-service
header (e.g., ros2iot)
○ service_path → Name of the subservice the device belongs to. It will be used in the
fiware-servicepath header (e.g., “/”)
○ entity_name → Name of the NGSI entity representing the device in the Context Broker
(e.g., urn:ngsiv2:ROS2System:0001)
○ entity_type → Type of the entity in the Context Broker (e.g., ROS2System)
○ attributes → List of active attributes of the device
(e.g., [ { "name": "pose", "type": "object" }, { "name": "battery”, "type": "number" } ]
○ lazy → List of lazy attributes of the device
( It uses the attribute pattern for each item in the list {“name”: __ , “type”: __ } )
○ commands → List of commands of the device
( It uses the attribute pattern for each item in the list {“name”: __ , “type”: __ } )
3. ROS API Configuration, which basically is a list of ROS subscribers that the agent needs to create
for the Northbound traffic. Each item in the list of subscribers is defined according to the
following pattern: {“<attribute name>”: {“topic_path”: “__”, “topic_type”: “__”}}
(e.g., {“pose”:{“topic_path”:”/amcl/pose”, “topic_type”: ”geometry_msgs/msg/PoseStamped”)
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4 Joint Use Case: Enhancing micro-ROS Use Cases with
Historical Data Management and Online Supervision GUIs
The seamless integration between ROS 2 architectures and the FIWARE Context Broker allows micro-ROS
use cases to exploit the full potential of Powered by FIWARE architectures. the best way to quickly get a
broad overview of the different contributions of FIWARE technology is through the FIWARE Catalogue
(https://github.com/FIWARE/catalogue), which is the official repository for open source reference
implementations of the FIWARE Generic Enablers. Figure 6 illustrates the different FIWARE Generic
enablers around the FIWARE Context Broker. They are organized in five different Chapters:
● Core Context Management deals with the manipulation and storage of context data so it can be
used for further processing
● Interfacing with the Internet of Things (IoT), Robots and third-party systems, focuses on
capturing updates on context information and translating required actuations.
● Processing, analysis and visualization of context information, supports the implementation of
smart behaviours for applications and/or decision support systems for end users.
● Context Data/API management, publication and monetization, brings support to usage control
and the opportunity to publish and monetize part of managed context data.
● Deployment Tools such as Docker images and Helm-chart recipes are available in the FIWARE
Catalogue for a number of Generic Enablers
The key design aspect in FIWARE is it does not force developers to take it all or nothing. The use of a
FIWARE Context Broker is the only mandatory requirement and other FIWARE Generic Enablers or other
third platform components are always optional to design the platform that is the most suitable for each
use case. Examples of FIWARE Ready devices and commercial “Powered by FIWARE” solutions can be
found on the FIWARE Marketplace.

Figure 6. Collection of FIWARE Generic Enablers available in the FIWARE Catalogue
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The joint use case demonstrator is a clear example of a Powered by FIWARE architecture which
combines:
●
●
●
●

two FIWARE Generic Enablers (Orion Context Broker and QuantumLeap),
the emerging ROS2 IoT Agent,
three micro-ROS architectures from the OFERA use cases,
and two third party technologies (CrateDB and Grafana).

The whole integration results in the OFERA use cases being augmented with:
●

Historical data management via the standard NGSI APIs enabled by the QuantumLeap FIWARE
GE and data persistence to a CrateDB Time-Series database. Some examples of the type of
requests enabled include:
○ List the first N Sampled Values of an NGSI attribute
○ List N Sampled Values of an NGSI attribute at an Offset
○ List the latest N Sampled Values of an NGSI attribute
○ List the Sum of values of an NGSI attribute over a time period
○ List the Minimum Values of an NGSI attribute over a Time Period
○ List the Maximum Values of an NGSI attribute over a Time Period
○ List the latest N Sampled Values of Devices near a GeoJSON Point
○ List the latest N Sampled Values of Devices in a GeoJSON Area

●

Online monitoring and supervision through web-based Grafana dashboards. Grafana is a
powerful dashboard engine which allows the presentation of persisted time-series data from
heterogeneous sources using ready-made GUIs. Additional features for automated alert
generation, custom plugin development, and advanced notification via email, SMS and other
social media tools are also part of the Grafana technology.

Figure 7. Grafana Panels are one of the most common visualizations in Grafana dashboards

Figure 7. (From Left to Right) State timelines, Gauges and Stats GUIs are additional Grafana
visualizations used in the micro-ROS joint use case
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●

Geospatial Data Management and Geo-Queries via NGSI APIs which are natively supported by
the Context Broker:
○ Geospatial data provide information via NGSI Entity Attributes about locations which are
encoded using GeoJSON.
■ The NGSI type of these attributes must be geo:json.
■ The attribute value must be a valid GeoJSON object. It is noteworthy that
longitude comes before latitude in GeoJSON coordinates. The example below
illustrates the usage of GeoJSON Point to determine the location of an entity:
"location": {
"value": {
"type": "Point",
"coordinates": [2.186447514, 41.3763726]
},
"type": "geo:json"
}
○

3

Besides the Geospatial encoding mechanism, Context Brokers offer a set of built-in
features which extend the base Simple NGSI Query Language to perform Geographical
Queries3 using the following parameters:
■ georel is intended to specify a spatial relationship (a predicate) between
matching entities and a reference shape (geometry). It is composed of a token
list separated by ';'. The first token is the relationship name, the rest of the
tokens (if any) are modifiers which provide more information about the
relationship. The following values are recognized:
● georel=near. The near relationship means that matching entities must
be located at a certain threshold distance to the reference geometry.
● georel=coveredBy. Denotes that matching entities are those that exist
entirely within the reference geometry.
● georel=intersects. Denotes that matching entities are those intersecting
with the reference geometry.
● georel=equals. The geometry associated to the position of matching
entities and the reference geometry must be exactly the same.
● georel=disjoint. Denotes that matching entities are those not
intersecting with the reference geometry.
■ geometry, which allows defining the reference shape to be used when resolving
the query. The following geometries are supported: point, line, polygon and box.
■ coords, which are strings containing a semicolon-separated list of pairs of
geographical coordinates in accordance with the geometry specified and the
rules mandated by the Simple Location Format.

Example Geo Query (1): Matching entities must be located (at most) 1000 meters from the reference point.
· georel=near;maxDistance:1000&geometry=point&coords=-40.4,-3.5.
Example Geo Query (2): Matching entities must be (at least) 5000 meters from the reference point.
· georel=near;minDistance:5000&geometry=point&coords=-40.4,-3.5.
Example Geo Query (3): Matching entities are those located within the referred polygon.
· georel=coveredBy&geometry=polygon&coords=25.774,-80.190;18.466,-66.118;32.321,-64.757;25.774,-80.190
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4.1 Bosch Use Case Integration
The use case presented by Bosch gravitates around a smart lawnmower and the joint use case aims at
improving the traceability of the system as well as enabling the remote condition monitoring of multiple
robot operations. Application parameters like the size of the garden, the time to mow, or the number of
relocalizations are some examples of relevant data that flows in a typical Bosch lawnmower setup. Today,
when a customer communicates with Bosh regarding an incident or anomaly with the lawnmower
behavior, he or she is responsible for getting a USB-stick and recording the diagnostics data. A clear
extension is to activate a more detailed diagnostics level via Cloud which allows a remote technician to
check usage statistics and state transitions of the robot’s internal task FSM along with some additional
context like, for instance, where in the garden do happen state transitions. Scenarios in which the
customer service exhibits proactive behavior and
contacts the customer or the automatic
reconfiguration of the digital entity when some sensors are plugged into and/or off the robot are some
evolutions of the aforementioned base conditions.
4.1.1 Requirements
For confidentiality reasons, the design of the lawnmower ROS API is not explicitly included, but the
following is an abstract description of the set of requirements proposed by the Bosch team:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Topic 1 → Global pose of the robot in the garden map
Topic 2 → Output of the pose estimation filer
Topic 3 → Odometry (Pose + Linear and Angular Speeds)
Topic 4 → Wheel axes states
Topic 5 → Robot navigation states [enumeration of discrete states encoded as integers]
Topic 6 → Robot Navigation Sub-states
Topics 7 & 8 → Perimeter detection events
Topic 9 (Actuation) → Manual velocity commands can be sent through this topic
Topic 10 → Camera Image + Image Enhancements
Topic 11 → Laser Scan
Topic 12 → Distance to the closest obstacle
Topic 13 → Advanced diagnostics from the camera module

In order to implement the proof of concept for the Bosch Use Case three different situations recorded as
Rosbag files were delivered:
●

●

●

Situation 1: The bag consists of a series of data from an autonomous mowing cycle. The robot
leaves its docking station and detects the border wire around the garden area at some point
during the regular mowing operation. The camera module was activated and set up for detecting
potential obstacles (emergency stops based on camera detection were deactivated).
Situation 2: The bag consists of a series of data from an autonomous mowing cycle. The
lawnmower is meandering on the lawn without anomalies along its path. The camera module
was activated and set up for detecting potential obstacles (emergency stops based on camera
detection were deactivated).
Situation 3: In this situation the Lawnmower is in remote control state the actuation topic
velocity commands is used and requests for linear forward motion. The camera module was
activated and set up for detecting potential obstacles and executing emergency stops.
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4.1.2 Bosch Demonstrator
The joint use case Grafana dashboard for the joint use case has been designed to illustrate the current
behavior and historical evolution of the different topics involved in the three situations captured by the
rosbags. Figure 8 illustrates both parts of the dashboard created for the Bosch use case:
● First Row : Current Values → The first row of the dashboard shows the current state of the
lawnmower environment. According to the requirements, this state is defined by
○ Linear and Angular robot speeds, which are visualized in the first and second widgets of
the dashboard (from left to right). These visualizations rely on the Grafana Gauges GUI
○ Distance to the Closest Obstacle, this is presented in the third widget. A grafana stats GUI
has been used, note that this GUI is hybrid and allows to integrate historical data.
○ Perimeter Detection Sensors, the robot is able to communicate situations where it
contacts the boundaries of the mowing area. Widgets 4 and 5 notify whether the
perimeter is detected or not on the left or right side of the robot. Grafana Stats GUIs
have been used (historical data features disabled)
○ Last but not least, Navigation States and Substates, are captured by the 6th and 7th
widget in the first row. The Bosch lawnmower communicates a rich collection of
expressive states and substates. They are presented using the Stats Grafana GUI.
● Second Row: Historical Values → The second row of the dashboard displays the historical data.
Since a CrateDB Time-Series DB is storing robot records, the temporal queries can be as complex
as needed. In the picture, the timeline is set to visualize the last 5 minutes of the lawnmower
operation and the refresh rate is set to 1s. Both parameters can be easily changed online with
two clicks. Queries to specific time periods are straightforward too. Main historical features are:
○ State and Substate timeline monitoring, which are presented in the first and second
widgets of the second row (top-down). Integer states are mapped to state literals,
allowing operators to easily read states in the legend or by hovering the timeline.
○ Perimeter Detection History, which are presented in two dedicated GUIs at the bottom of
the dashboard.

Figure 8. Grafana Dashboard for the Bosh Use Case
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4.2 PIAP Use Case Integration
The context of the PIAP’s use case scenario contributes to the joint use case with a set of requirements
that aim to integrate a mobile robot with multiple systems and sensors in a smart warehouse
environment. The focus of the joint use case is on contributing a means to support the required
interactions between the smart warehouse and the ROS architecture of the mobile robot through the
FIWARE Context Broker. This way, an IoT enabled version of the entire PIAP’s Smart Warehouse scenario
with standard NGSI interfaces is achieved.
4.2.1 Requirements
The requirements specified by PIAP for the joint use case are:
● Continuous monitoring of two environmental sensors
○ Humidity [%]
○ Temperature [C]
● Monitoring and Operation of a compound, state-based, and actionable automated door system
○ Automated Door
■ Door States: Stopped / Running
■ Door Action Commands: Open / Close / Stop
○ Warning Light
■ Light States: Off / On
■ Light Action Commands: Switch On / Switch Off
○ Laser-based Distance Sensor
■ Continuous reading: Centimeters to the closest object
In the joint use case the features matching these requirements are:
●

●

Monitoring of and Automated Alert Generation for Humidity and Temperature Sensors
○ The ROS2 IoT Agent listens to Humidity and Temperature Topics
○ The Context Boker continuously captures the last sensor states
○ The QuantumLeap Component stores every sensor reading in a Time-Series DB
(CrateDB)
○ The Grafana Dashboard displays the historical data and triggers some predefined alerts
Monitoring and Actuation of the Automated Door System
○ The ROS2 IoT Agent listens to the Door, Light, and Laser Sensor topics
○ The ROS2 IoT Agent publishes to the Door and Light Action Commands
○ Sensor Readings are sent to the Context Broker using the NGSI Active Attribute Interface
○ Action Commands are sent from the Context Broker to the ROS2 IoT Agent using the
NGSI Command Interface
○ The QuantumLeap component stores Sensors Readings and Automated Door States in a
Time-Series DB (CrateDB)
○ The Grafana Dashboard displays
■ Laser sensor readings as a continuous measurement series
(It also adds automated alert generation)
■ Door and Light States as a discrete measurement series
■ The last state of every asset in the smart warehouse and sends Door and Light
Action Commands through the FIWARE Context Broker
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4.2.2 PIAP Demonstrator
A dedicated simulator of the PIAP’s smart warehouse scenario has been developed in the joint use case
to demonstrate the integration of the PIAP use case in a reusable proof of concept. The ROS API
described in the previous section has been mapped to NGSI active attributes. A particular situation in
this demonstrator is the double role of the action commands for the automated Door and Warning Light.
On the one hand, they have been configured as NGSI active attributes which play the role of action state
monitors. On the other hand, they have been configured as NGSI commands, which means that both the
automated door and the warning light can be actioned through the Context Broker. Figure 9 shows the
Grafana dashboard developed for the PIAP’s use case. Widgets are again organized in two different rows,
the first one for the current environment values and the other for historical data values:
● First Row: Current values → The smart warehouse environment is distributed and consists of
three separate elements: Two simple sensors (humidity and temperature) and a complex
automated door (Door + Controller + distance sensor + Warning light). From left to right the
Grafana features in the first row represent:
○ Humidity and Temperature Sensors are presented in the first two widgets of the top row
in the Grafana Dashboard. Note that an advanced visualization is used. Color schemes
can be applied to multiple value ranges and thresholds can be set.
○ Automated Door States which includes the state of the door (Closed, Open, In Motion);
the command being executed by the door controller (Open, Close, Idle); the state of the
warning light (On, Off); the distance to the closest obstacle, which is displayed in a
Grafana Bar Chart. The threshold for the door to start the opening operation is 60cm.
The door automatically closes once the robot gets further than 60cm. away.
● Second Row: Historical values → The PIAP simulator executes a fixed pattern in which a robot
approaches the automated door from 3m. away, passes through it and continues a linear
movement that goes 3 meters long after it crosses the door. Sensors have been modeled as little
noisy sensors using a gaussian distribution. The Grafana visualizations illustrate how the pattern
of automated door states is repeated over time. Since sensor readings are affected by random
gaussian noise, the pattern repetition does not happen for them.

Figure 9. Grafana Dashboard for the PIAP Use Case
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4.3 eProsima Use Case Integration
The use-case is based on the data gathering and processing scenario which is commonly used in
commercial and industrial UAV applications like crop management, environment measure and
observation; and search and rescue. Specifically, this use-case tries to emulate the environment measure
and observation scenario in which a MAV overflies a given area commanded by a Flight Operator
through a GCS. The area contains distributed Remote Sensors, which take environmental measures
(temperature and humidity). The Flight Operator is responsible for commanding the MAV towards the
Remote Sensors and once positioned over them, the MAV establishes a connection with each sensor in
order to gather its data. Finally, the Flight Operator shall command the MAV toward the home position.
The three different types of micro-ROS users in this use case (MAV, GCS and Remote Sensors) interact in
two different ways:
●

●

On the one hand, the link between the GCS and the MAV follows a client-server communication
pattern. The GCS works as a server using a micro-ROS Agent application, while the MAV works as
a client through a micro-ROS Client application. The connection between both is continuous
during the entire mission and it is done over the proprietary CRTP radio protocol.
On the other hand, the link between the MAV and the Remote Sensors follows a peer-to-peer
pattern. Both actors work as clients communicating through a lightweight micro-ROS Agent
application, called micro-ROS Agent lite, running on the Remote Sensor side. This micro- ROS
Agent lite application works as a centralized broker where the MAV and the Remote Sensors
exchange messages without ROS 2 output and allows the MAV to discover the Remote Sensors
dynamically, In this case the communication is done over the CRTP radio protocol.

4.3.1 Requirements
The interaction between the aforementioned micro-ROS users is performed through two kinds of topics:
● MAVSensorTopic is published by the MAV and subscribed by the GCS. It is used to display the
MAV ’s state to the Flight Operator.
● RemoteSensorTopic is published by each Remote Sensor. The MAV is in charge of subscribing to
this topic and publishing it back to the GCS.
The GCS will play the role of FIWARE-Ready asset in this use case and will report on different micro-ROS
user states according to the following workflow:
1. The Flight Operator starts the mission.
2. The GCS commands the MAV flight using its proprietary high level commander module.
3. The MAV flies toward the Remote Sensor.
4. The MAV establishes connection with the sensor and subscribes to the RemoteSensorTopic.
5. The Remote Sensor publishes its current values.
6. The MAV receives the data from the RemoteSensorTopic and publishes it back to the GCS.
7. The GCS receives the data published by the MAV.
8. Once the sensor data is collected, the Flight Operator commands the MAV to the sensor.
9. Steps 2-8 are repeated for each Remote Sensor.
10. The GCS commands the MAV to return home and land.
11. The Flight Operator finishes the mission.
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4.3.2 eProsima Demonstrator
The joint use case serves in this particular use case to implement an interesting proof of concept in
which the ROS2 IoT Agent acts as a smart bridge between the well-known data models for ROS messages
and the standardized data models created by the FIWARE community within the Smart Data models
Program to make the most out of the NGSI API in smart solutions. More specifically, the proof of concept
gravitates around the native support to Geo-Queries offered by NGSI Context Broker and the data
models to be integrated are the NavSatFix from ROS sensor messages and the standard Point data model
from GeoJSON.
NGSI relies on the GeoJSON standard to offer the Geo-Query interface and the default data model for
NGSI entities which include a location attribute in GPS coordinates is the GeoJSON:Point data model.
Therefore, the main purpose of the mapping between NatSavFix and GeoJSON:Point at the agent level
allows ROS systems to benefit from the standard NGSI API for Geo-Queries4.
Regarding the dashboard implementation, in this section the joint use case makes use of a new standard
grafana feature, the GeoMap. In the section of current values, the GeoMap is used to display the
location of both the drone and the Remote Sensors along with their associated data (e.g., last
temperature and humidity read by the drone for each sensor). Typical visualizations for sensor readings
are also displayed by the map. In the section of historical data, the geomap is used to present an
additional built-in feature of the GeoMap, the Heatmap Layer, which is able to represent the most
repeated patterns in a time series of Geo-queries. Numeric visualizations display the average measures
instead of the current values. Figure 10 shows both visualizations integrated in the Joint Use Case
Grafana Dashboard. In turn, Figures 11 and 12 focus on each Geomap to highlight their relevant features.

Figure 10. Integrated snapshot of the eProsima Dashboard. Current values are displayed in the top
row, historical data are at the bottom. Geo Maps are displayed along with standard numeric GUIs. In
the next set of images (Figures 11 and 12), the details on the Geo Maps information are given.
4

Some examples of NGSI Geo-queries types were already listed in the opening part of this Section (Section 4)
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In Figure 11, a detailed view of the Geo Map which describes the current situation is shown. There are
different aspects to highlight:
● The Geo Map GUI to display a particular GPS coordinate at its center and with a predefined level
of zoom. In the image, this feature has allowed us to display the surroundings of eProsima
facilities to illustrate our joint use case scenario. Note that the background of the map can be
configured to show different layouts. An open Map layout is the one selected to display sensor
and robot values in proper context. A darker bg is selected to emphasize the color scheme of the
heatmap. Note also that map settings like the center coords and the scale are depicted.
● Markers can be conveniently added to the map by using the location attribute of the robot and
remote sensors. Sensors are displayed as labeled red triangles, the robot is a green circle shape.
● Markers are not just basic annotations on the map. Users can access the current entity data by
hovering over the marker with the mouse pointer. In the example, the mouse pointer has been
placed over the Sensor007.

Figure 11. (Top) Geo Map displaying the location and current values of the robot and remote sensors.
(Bottom) Dark Geo Map which illustrates the heatmap of robot navigations to remote sensors
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In turn, the purpose of Figure 12 is to illustrate how a predefined pattern implemented for the
demonstrator is revealed through the information captured by the Context Broker and displayed in
Time-Series Grafana Dashboard.
Some realistic behaviors were implemented in the simulator developed for this use case:
● On the one hand, the robot’s navigation trajectory is not ideal (both flight trajectory and GPS
estimation) and, therefore, some deviation from the straight line connecting the robot to the
targeted sensor exists for every sampled pose. The first series of images (Image Set 1) show the
sampled poses using larger zoom configurations in the Geo Map. It can be seen how the
heatmap is able to automatically adjust the visualization, grouping samples when needed. The
third image in this set shows the non-ideal behavior of robot navigation (dispersion of poses).
● On the other hand, some type of operator’s criterion or sensor monitoring priority has been
encoded by giving different probabilities to the random sensor selection in the demonstrator5.

Figure 11 → Image Set 1. Same time instant of the Geo Map observed with different zoom levels.

5 missions

10 missions

15 missions

25 missions
35 missions
50 missions
Figure 11 → Image Set 2. Evolution of the heatmap in a 50-mission simulation
5

From sensor 1 to 8 Mission priorities have been set to [.075,.075,.075,.175,.1,.2,.125,.175] and a coherent
intensity pattern of the heatmap is displayed throughout the entire simulation
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
This micro-ROS joint use case makes two main contributions. First, it defines a ROS←→FIWARE
generalized integration model and introduces a generic software component which is open source and
allows to easily make any micro-ROS based solution FIWARE ready. Second, it contributes a
demonstrator which allows to test the correct functioning of the integration model and the developed
software component in a Powered by FIWARE solution which focuses on enhancing the micro-ROS use
cases of OFERA members with historical data management and online supervision features.
The development of this use case is not an end, but a starting point for collaborations between the
FIWARE, ROS, and micro-ROS ecosystems beyond the OFERA project. The short-term roadmap for this
joint use case includes next steps in the following directions:
●
●

●
●
●

Evolution of the ROS 2 IoT Agent according to the FIWARE development guidelines in order to
candidate as incubated FIWARE Generic Enabler in the FIWARE Catalogue
Evolution of the FIWARE←→ROS integration model and design of convenient extensions for the
ROS” IoT Agent to make it compliant with NGSI-LD, the last NGSI specification which is
progressively replacing the traditional NGSIv2 specification
Integration of the joint use case as a robotics-oriented scenario within the current set of FIWARE
Step-by-Step tutorials
Preparation of a FIWARE Wednesday Webinar in which the first release of the FIWARE←→ROS
integration model, the ROS2 IoT Agent, and tutorial demos will be presented
Integration of the first release of the ROS2 IoT Agent and micro-ROS use cases in the demos
micro-ROS website

In addition to the lines mentioned above, there are other strategic actions that are of great relevance
and that will be part of the roadmap for FIWARE-ROS integration in the medium term. All of them aim to
increase robustness and expand synergies between the FIWARE, ROS, and micro-ROS ecosystems. The
following lines of future work in the medium-term are worth highlighting:
●

●

The synergies between traditional ROS messages data models and FIWARE Smart Data Models
will enable developers of both worlds to reduce development efforts and make the most out of
Powered by FIWARE architectures. Therefore, strategies to help automate the integration
between both approaches to robotics data modeling are part of the medium-term roadmap.
Historical data management and powerful visualizations are only a small part of the
contributions that FIWARE-Ready technologies can make to ROS-based architectures. Thus,
extensions to the joint demonstrator with convenient proof of concepts illustrating the FIWARE
features for Complex Event Processing (Perseo GE), Access Control and Identity Management
(FIWARE Security Stack), and ML/AI integration will be developed

Last but not least, new bindings are being explored to enable real-time communications in FIWARE
Context Brokers. In particular, DDS- and/or ROS2-based bindings are being explored to offer an
alternative to HTTP. Initial discussions and research activities in cooperation with ETSI (European
Telecommunications Standards Institute) started in the last month of 2021. This is an ambitious
long-term goal that will be broken down into smaller objectives which, in turn, will be captured by the
short- and mid-term roadmap of the ROS2 IoT Agent and the FIWARE Robotics Working Group in 2022.
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